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The outstanding quality of La Bambouseraie en 
Cévennes is no fairy tale.
So much so that, in 2008 it was listed on the 
French supplementary register of historic mo-
numents. Recognition at national level and 
international acclaim, validated by numerous 
prizes and labels.
This is a botanic garden unlike any other.
Over 1,000 species and varieties from every 
continent can be found here.
Nature is so surprising, so awe-inspiring that a 
stroll here is like going globetrotting.

     Introduction
La Bambouseraie en Cévennes has a 
long history – 160 years – and it reflects 
the passion of men and women who 
feel a close bond with the environment, 
the living spectacle that is ever-present 
nature, the unimagined possibilities and 
the inspiration that it offers time and 
time again to the artists of today and 
tomorrow.
A place steeped in history, and yet firmly 
planted in our own era and always with 
an eye to the future.

A new year, new artists, and another 
journey replete with discoveries 
and surprises is on the cards at La 
Bambouseraie en Cévennes in 2016.
With living nature as its focus, this new 
season will weave an even stronger bond 
between humans and the natural world.
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Learn

Artistic creation

Rambles

Clowns Garden theatre

Roundabout

Tightrope walkers

Understand

Live show
Art & nature

Try for yourself Recharge your batteries

Science and technology
Discover

      New attraction 
«A circus with a difference»

     Exhibitions

     Educational workshops

01  In 2016,
there’s even more life
at La Bambouseraie
en Cévennes!
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La Bambouseraie en Cévennes continues to explore the connections between 
nature and art and this year is looking at the very lively and poetic theme 
of the circus. As a result, several companies from the Gard area will be tur-
ning the park into a stage for their itinerant performances but it will also be a 
member of the cast in its own right.

For a unique performance that’s livelier than ever.  
And, as always, perfect for young and old alike.

Clowns, stilt walkers, acrobatic 
numbers and a musical roundabout 
with the La Basse Cour Circus Group

Basing their repertoire on different forms of artistic
performance (circus, music, physical theatre, puppets
and more) each company in the group develops
its own unique and varied universe. 
Acrobatic prowess, airborne numbers, clown routines and musical 
roundabouts will provide pleasant surprises for visitors strolling 
around the park at any time of year.

a

  Find out more about the group:  
www.labassecour.com

Aerial choreography combining 
silk and bamboo, 
with the OnCore Company

A modern visual performance with an Asian flair,
the show «Sensei» is like a journey. 
Scene after scene, the acrobats and tightrope walkers
use the plants as the stage for their spectacular and
imaginative movements. The show also features dancers
who perform with silk scarves and musicians
playing bamboo instruments.

a

  Find out more about the company: 
www.cirque-theatre-oncore.com

l’agenda

Subject to change / 
final date and time available 
on www.bambouseraie.com

February
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29

March
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

April
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30

May
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

June
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30

July
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

August
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

September
1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

October
1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31

New attraction

“Enchanting circus acts“

La Basse Cour 
Circus Group  

OnCore 
Compagny

http://www.labassecour.com/
http://cirque-theatre-oncore.com/
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Exhibitions
As part of the «Art and Nature» theme which has long since been one 
of our focuses, and also because we sometimes take a more scientific 
and technological approach, we will continue to explore nature and 
the opportunities it offers and to make the many connections that exist 
between nature and today’s or tomorrow’s world more tangible.

a

  Marie-Noëlle Fontan – “Correspondances“  
(a dialogue between La Bambouseraie en Cévennes and weaving)

“La Bambouseraie en Cévennes is a wonderful 
forest and, during my walks through it, I 
gathered bamboo sheaths, nandina blossom 
and Chinese windmill palm fibres. These are 
fibres whose structure is reminiscent of woven 
fabric. I worked with these plants with several 
installations in mind: long tendrils made of 
sheaths hanging amid the bamboo; woven 
panels of black fibre, floating like banners 
in space; and lastly a hundred or so ‘insects’ 
made of plant materials from Central America, 
Australia and France. La Bambouseraie en 
Cévennes is unique and I am delighted to be 
taking part in an exhibition in this magical 
setting.“

Marie-Noëlle Fontan

“(…) This very modest artist reminds us 
of one of the essential issues of our 21st 
century: the beauty and fragility of our 
environment, of the nature that is all 
around us and which brings us face to face 
with ourselves and our nomadic, displaced 
human condition, as we search for a new 
stability that sometimes bursts forth from 
these «natural beings», trees and plants…“

Françoise de Loisy,  
Curator of the Museums of Angers

a

  Find out more about the artist:  
www.marie-noelle-fontan.com

27 March to 15 November 2016

“Arts&Nature,  
a world of plants
as seen by three artists”

For artists Marie-Noëlle Fontan, Marie Gueydon de Dives and Mireille Laborie, 
plants are often a source of inspiration, exploration and artistic creation.  
However, each takes her own personal and particular approach to land art. 
Meet the three artists and learn about their roots in the park.

http://www.marie-noelle-fontan.com/
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a

  Marie Gueydon de Dives – “Influences“  

Initially an enthusiast of macro photography, 
and then of paper art, Marie Gueydon 
de Dives turned her hand to ceramics in 
2010, striving constantly to challenge the 
limits of the materials and the technique. 
The architecture of the living, the vibrant 
resonance of the material and the scales 
of perception between man and his 
environment are the focuses of her work.
Lichens and moss are used by the artist 
to create evolving decorations for certain 
trees and bamboos, like a tribute to their 
silent testimonials.

“These ‘witnesses’ are created on form 
a kind of protective second skin for the 
tree.  Just like the tree’s bark, the sculpture 
evolves along with it as it grows...“

Marie Gueydon de Dives

a

  Find out more about the artist:  
www.gueydon-de-dives.com

a

  Mireille Laborie – “Ainsi Soie Fil“ 

For her latest work, Mireille Laborie once 
again uses thread. In her previous instal-
lation she offered us cocoon-shaped forms 
whose feature – thread – twisted and wound 
around an imaginary matrix.

This year, Mireille Laborie decided to use an 
open space as the frame for her work entit-
led “ Ainsi Soie Fil “.

Made of white thread, the installation will 
be attached to various points on bamboo 
supports, filling the space with a massive 
half-lacy, half-woven web.

Fascinated by the construction of spiders’ 
webs, made up of so little material and so 
much empty space, a complex, biologically- 
engineered trap, whose natural substance is 
one of the strongest on the planet, the artist 
envisions a web that alludes to that other 
Web: the modern tool that allows thousands 
of individuals all over the world to connect 
with each other.

Considered a symbol of freedom, of speed 
and of sharing – the positive side of this 
massive web –, for the incautious it can ne-
vertheless be one of the world’s most dan-
gerous traps.

“The majority of Mireille Laborie’s works re-
volve around the idea of enclosure and pro-
tection. A secret phenomenon, a metamor-
phosis is taking place out of sight, like that 
of a caterpillar in its cocoon, a seed in the 
earth, or an embryo in the womb; nature 
slowly at work, signs of which are visible in 
the plaited wooden shapes that makes us 
think of a ‘chrysalis’ – the empty shell left 
behind by the insect as it goes on its way – 
the mould of a life that has flown the nest to 
reproduce elsewhere, in the never-ending 
cycle of life.“

René Pons  
Writer Translator and Poet

a

  Find out more about the artist:  
 www.mireille-laborie.com

Exhibitions

http://www.gueydon-de-dives.com/
http://www.mireille-laborie.com/


* The full presentation can be found on the Ministry’s website at:  
http://rendezvousauxjardins.culturecommunication.gouv.fr/Les-couleurs-du-jardin

As part of this event, we would like to invite you to attend the concert by the Pousses 
du Bambou Orchestra, at 11.30 am and 3 pm on Sunday 5 June.

3, 4 and 5 June 2016

AGARDEN, like a painting, is created for the purpose of 
expressing an emotion. «The perfume, the colours and the 

sounds speak to each other», wrote Charles Baudelaire. In a garden, 
just as in a painting, man strives to understand and master colour. 
He toils to find harmony, contrast and balance, tirelessly combining 
their radiance. As an old man, and at a time when he was almost 
blind, all that Claude Monet was able still to retain in his paintings 
were the colours of his garden in Giverny…

“Rendez-vous  
   aux Jardins”

La Bambouseraie en Cévennes will be hosting this nationwide event (Let’s Meet in the 
Gardens) organised by the Ministry for Culture and Communication  
and which, this year, will pay tribute to  «The Colours of the Garden».

a

 Excerpt from the presentation of this year’s theme*:

Exhibitions

9

http://rendezvousauxjardins.culturecommunication.gouv.fr/Les-couleurs-du-jardin
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Dye-producing plants
This exhibition lets you discover dye-producing plants. These are plants that have 
been used since ancient times to produce dyes, paints and colourants, gthanks to the 
pigments contained in their flowers, leaves, shoots, roots, fruit or bark. Four installations 
will give you a better idea of how these dye-producing plants can be used:

In the large meadow:

   “Le chemin de couleurs“ (The colour pathway): four themed panels about 
the idea and production of dyes for clothing

  “Tissus dans les bambous“ (Fabrics in the bamboo): wool and silk, coloured 
with dyes extracted from plants, and scattered among the bamboo

   “Le Serpent“ (The Serpent): 30 pieces of coloured fabric of different sizes 
will guide visitors to the exhibition site 

In the Mazel greenhouse:

  Decoration, dye workshop and exhibition of plants

1 May to 15 November 2016

Exhibitions



Workshops
and educational activities:

Green games and toys

Not so long ago, children’s fantasy worlds were fuelled by 
their immediate surroundings... Let’s explore La Bambouse-
raie en Cévennes together and see if we can find our ins-
piration and gather some plant materials that we can then 
put to use. We will be making various games from bygone 
days: let’s pretend games, musical toys, throwing toys, ga-
mes of skill... A creative group and family experience open 
to all.

a

  An activity hosted by  
les Sentiers Vagabonds :  
www.sentiersvagabonds.com

Wednesday 13 April 2016

Giant mandala

Come and discover land art, 
develop your artistic vein and see 
your environment from a different 
perspective through the creation of an ephemeral group work. 
Doing land art lets you establish an emotionally rewarding 
relationship of joint creativity with nature and the elements, in 
a principle of working with the moment as a tribute to life and 
the living...

a

  An activity hosted by the Anduze Recycling Centre:  
www.recyclerie-anduze.com

Sunday 24 April 2016

Introduction to entomology
Get set to explore the fascinating world of insects and other arthropods! Learn how to use 
very simple identification keys to distinguish between insects and other arthropods; learn 
about their morphologies, their development, how they feed, how they defend themselves and 
how they prey... Every year their numbers drop considerably and new, exotic species appear. 
They may be tiny and very discreet but they play an essential role in the ecosystem and our 
survival depends on them. The next part of the activity involves actually meeting live insects 
and arthropods. This will give you the chance to discover their beauty and see how different 
they are in colour and shape, as well as learning some fascinating facts about their biology! 

a

  An activity hosted by la Cicindele : http://la.cicindele.free.fr

Saturday 21 May 2016

Our garden helpers
Let’s find out more about these little creatures that crawl, fly and quietly go about their 
business at La Bambouseraie en Cévennes. Far from twiddling their thumbs and basking in 
the pleasures of this amazing place, these little creatures actually help our gardeners maintain 
the park’s natural balance. Beetles, lacewings, bats and ladybirds... who are these little garden 
helpers and what work do they do at La Bambouseraie en Cévennes? Come and join our 
guide who will use games, observation and constructions to help you understand the fragile 
balance of the park’s biodiversity.

a

  An activity hosted by the DIFED Association: http://difed.agropolis.fr

Sunday 22 May 2016

11

http://www.sentiersvagabonds.com/
http://www.recyclerie-anduze.com/
http://la.cicindele.free.fr/
http://difed.agropolis.fr/
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Workshops
and educational activities:

The birds of 
La Bambouseraie en Cévennes

Saturday 11 June 2016

La Bambouseraie en Cévennes provides shelter for 
numerous bird species. Find out more about them during 
an introductory walk and learn how to get acquainted 
with them and recognise them. It couldn’t be easier to 
do so: just keep your eyes and ears peeled and follow 
the guide into the depths of the park to surprise the king 
of birds and his fellow feathered creatures.

a

  An activity hosted by  
The Gard Ornithology Centre:  
http://cogard.org Board and Lodging

Saturday 25 June 2016

Do you enjoy catching sight of robins and tits in 
your garden? Why not give them a friendly helping 
hand and get the chance to watch them in return? 
Visit the «Board and Lodging» stall and we’ll give you some 
advice. Find out what sort of nesting boxes there are, 
see how you can build one yourself, and learn about 
the best ways and places to put them up. And you can also 
make a little bird table to help the birds out in winter when 
food is scarce.

a

  An activity hosted by 
The Gard Ornithology Centre:  
http://cogard.org

Autumn Colours

Friday, 28 October 2016

La Bambouseraie en Cévennes comes alive with marvellous 
colours in autumn, giving you the perfect opportunity to 
create an original work in a range of hues. You will learn how 
to conserve the leaves and fix their colours, how to assemble 
a leaf mobile, create a leaf picture or make a leaf sculpture, 
giving free rein to your creativity. Combining transparency, 
shading and warm colours, the autumn leaves will delight your 
artistic sensitivity.

a

  An activity hosted by  
The Anduze Recycling Centre: www.recyclerie-anduze.com

The Colours of Nature

Sunday 11 September 2016

It can come as a surprise to realise that plants 
contain a great many marvellous colourants 
that can be used to make magnificent paintings. 
In tandem with the exhibition on dye-producing 
plants that will be taking place at the same time, 
and almost like a little «colour lab», this workshop 
will give you the chance to make your own 
colours from petals, seeds, vegetables or roots... 
You can paint with the colours using a paintbrush, 
or write on paper with them, as if they were ink, 
using fountain pens or reed pens to make your own 
personal creation.

a

  An activity hosted by  
The Anduze Recycling Centre:  
www.recyclerie-anduze.com

http://cogard.org/
http://cogard.org/
http://www.recyclerie-anduze.com/
http://www.recyclerie-anduze.com/
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ONE SPACE which we must mention is 
the Valley of the Dragon. Erik Borja, 
a well-known landscapist and artist, 

designed this landscape inspired by traditional 
Japanese Feng Shui garden art in 2000, the 
Year of the Dragon.
The water of the River Gardon creates the 
outline of the mythical animal. Its banks, lined 
with rocks, have been planted with Japanese 
maples, conifers sculpted like clouds and dwarf 
bamboos. The dragon’s breath, represented 
by a water feature, is straddled by the wooden 
building of the Phoenix Pavilion. 

The valley plays on the complementarity 
between plant and mineral. «It is the classic 
vocabulary of the Japanese garden», explains 
Erik Borja. «It is the largest promenade 
garden, the Buddhist garden. It is not purely 
zen, because in contrast to a zen garden, 
which is essentially mineral, the springtime 
blossoms and the autumn colours in the valley 
play an important role.» For Erik Borja, one of 
the most original aspects of the site comes 
from the two pointed ends of the lake that 
direct the gaze towards the unspoiled hills 
of the Cévennes. It is not merely part of La 
Bambouseraie en Cévennes, but is also part 
of the landscape that stretches far beyond...

Other spaces also punctuate a visit to this 
outstanding site, sometimes secret spaces 
and sometime majestic ones, like the 
Bambousarium, where some fifty varieties 
of bamboo let you discover unsuspected 
morphological variations; or Sequoia Alley, 
planted in 1861 by the park’s founder, Eugène 
Mazel. Today, the sequoias have grown to a 
height of around forty metres, and merge 
with a plantation of giant bamboos that are 
fourteen metres tall. Together, they delimit the 
main alley.

Moving on now to Palm Tree Alley, we must 
mention one of the largest specimens of 
Magnolia grandiflora in Europe. When 
it blooms between May and June, large 
white flowers open up, filling the air with a 
bewitching citrus scent.

Other attractions worth seeing in the park 
include a collection of succulents and 
carnivorous plants, that evoke a mixture 
of curiosity and unease. Whether you are 
a budding naturalist, a staunch botanist 
or are simply enjoying a day’s outing, your 
appreciation for La Bambouseraie en 
Cévennes, will be limitless.

Our permanent 
collections

02
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THE LANDSCAPING is impressive, 
combining rare species and unusual 
groupings. Every continent is represented, 

with unique specimens, hundred-year-
old sequoias, more than 240 varieties of 
bamboo, Japanese maples, camellias, Ginkgo 
biloba, and more. Many of the species here 
at La Bambouseraie en Cévennes are found 
nowhere else in Europe.  Among them are the 
bluish bamboos, the «Phyllostachys», which 
have the tallest, thickest culms in Europe, 
or the superb male Ginkgo biloba tree, 
towering over the Valley of the Dragon 
and which is thought to be 140 years old. 
Nicknamed «The Venerable», it is one of the 
finest specimens in Europe. We could also 
mention the amazing size of the majestic 
Quercus robur, an English oak standing 
34 metres tall and with a circumference of 
7.35 metres.

As you can see, La Bambouseraie en Cévennes 
is far more than a garden; it is a veritable 
heritage of plant life upheld by numerous 
labels: “Jardin Remarquable“ (Remarkable 
Garden), revalidated in 2015 for five years, 
«Qualité Sud de France» (South of France 
Quality), «Qualité Tourisme» (Tourism Quality), 
«Tourisme et Handicap» (Disabled Tourism) 
and “Arbres Remarquables“ (Remarkable 
Trees).

Its listing on the French Supplementary Regis-
ter of Historic Monuments rounds off the im-
pressive list of achievements and is the jewel 
in the crown of a constantly-evolving track 
record.

A heritage of plant life upheld by numerous labels:

INTRODUCTION  
TO LA BAMBOUSERAIE EN CÉVENNES

Our latest plantations:

•  Only discovered in 1994 in a canyon 
in Australia’s Wollemi National Park, 
and distributed across the globe since 
2006, three Wollemia nobilis (or 
«Wollemi pines» have been planted in 
proximity to the Ginkgo biloba.

•  Magnificent water lilies have been 
placed in Eugene’s pond garden, along 
with other aquatic plants

•   A collection of podocarpuss.

• A Magnolia macrophylla.

NEW!

03
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And among the species found here...

 Sequoias that can grow to a height of 43 m, 

 A male Ginkgo tree with a circumference of 5.06 m,

  More than 180 different species of bamboo growing in the park 

and 60 species of greenhouse plants,

 Magnolias growing as tall as 35 m and with a circumference of 4.50 m.

Key Figures04

Different species and varieties

Tens of thousands of schoolchildren

A 160-year connection 
to Prafrance

Over  
1,000

160 
years

Devoted to the plant world

Visitors annually

in addition to seasonal staff: 
gardeners, guides, wardens, 

receptionists, etc.

 28 permanent 
employees

250,000 

12 hectares
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Ecotourism  
and environmental protection

Natural aids

Lighting Recycling
Integrated biological protection

Sustainable tourism

Ecotourism
LPO Label Water

Ecotourism in brief
Ecotourism is defined as “Responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment 
and improves the well-being of local people“  (The International Ecotourism Society). Indeed, 
ecotourism is not just about wanting to limit our impact on the environment but also taking an 
active part in its protection. It differs from sustainable tourism in that it only applies to areas 
where nature is unspoiled and preserved, like La Bambouseraie en Cévennes.

a

 

Some figures worth bearing in mind:

•  In 1950, there were 25 million 
tourists worldwide.

•  In 2005 that figure had risen  
to 800 million.

•  In 2015, more than 
a billion.

-> Today, almost  

nine out of ten French people  
say they are interested in ecotourism.

Source: consoglobe.com

What we do on a daily basis 
La Bambouseraie en Cévennes has long been committed to reducing its 
impact on the environment:

•  100% recycling of plant matter: leaves, wood, bamboo, etc. to make organic 
matter and mulch.

•  Recycling and selective sorting of all other materials: printer cartridges, aero-
sols, batteries, etc.

• Preference given to eco-friendly products: bio chainsaw oil, bio grease, etc.

•  We use biodegradable bags, containers and cutlery (bamboutique/bambousnack)

•  Supplies are purchased from local producers and have short life cycles 
(bambousnack)

• Lighting with LED bulbs

• Micro irrigation systems

• Infrared sensor taps

And we put just as much effort needs to 
be protected:

•  Park management is based on Integrated 
Biological Protection / no pesticides: nes-
ting boxes for insects, birds and bats, an 
area of land left fallow around the park, an 
apiary nearby, etc.

•  LPO bird protection label: The park pro-
vides shelter for birds and we are working 
with the Gard Ornithology Centre to put 
together a bird inventory.

We would be delighted to give you a fuller 
explanation of our policy and details of 
the actions we are taking. Please feel free 
to ask.

05
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Practical Information06

LA BAMBOUSERAIE 
 EN Cévennes

552 rue de Montsauve 
30140 Générargues - France - (2 km from Anduze)
Tél : + 33 (0)4 66 61 70 47
Fax : + 33 (0)4 66 61 94 94
bambou@bambouseraie.fr

GPS
+44° 4’15.60
+3° 58’51

Prices

Opening hours

OPEN DAILY

27 February 2016 to 15 November 2016, from 9.30 am to 5 pm, 6 pm or 7 pm. 
Last admission is 45 minutes before closing time.

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS

- 4
3e

- 4
3e

*Family ticket (Buy admission for 2 adults and 
2 children and a 3rd child goes free)

10,50 € 6,30 € Gratuit

GROUP TICKETS

Please book in advance by e-mail to 
billetterie@bambouseraie.fr or fax to: 04 66 61 09 75

5,20 €
Schoolchildren

7,80 €
Adult

5,20 €

6,30 € 33,60 €*

ANNUAL PASS

- 4
3e

27,60 € 15,80 €

NEW

mailto:bambou%40bambouseraie.fr?subject=


Press contacts: 
KFH Communication - Emilie Vallet - evallet@kfh.fr - 04 67 13 55 16

BAMBOUSERAIE EN CÉVENNES - Christine Linage - secretariat.direction@bambouseraie.fr - 04 66 61 73 49
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